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Current Release Notes - Quantrix Modeler 

Quantrix Modeler 20.1.0 

Important note about Windows 7: As of 1/14/2020, Microsoft no longer supports/provides security updates 

for Windows 7. With release 20.1.0, Quantrix no longer supports Windows 7. The Quantrix 32-bit installer is 

no longer available. 

Improvements in Version 20.1.0 

Quantrix applications are now notarized by Apple for use on Mac operating systems, and warnings no 
longer appear (QM-23560) 

As noted above, because Microsoft no longer supports or provides security updates for Windows 7, 
Quantrix no longer supports Windows 7. Therefore, the Quantrix 32-bit installer is no longer available 

(QM-23699) 

The Lookup Functions include a new Distinct (list) function that you can use with lists to return only 
unique values. This may be useful if there are duplicate values in a list.  Distinct () can also be used 
with Count and Counta to count only unique values (QM-23557)  See the related sample model (Help 
> Sample models > Functions > LookupFunctions.model), and open the matrix called Distinct. 

The Quantrix-included, embedded H2 Database and driver are updated to version 1.4.199 to provide 

greater security (QM-23735) 

DataLink now supports executing stored procedures by calling the stored procedure name using the 
correct syntax for your database type on the SQL Expert tab (QM-21546).  

Data Import now supports executing stored procedures by calling the stored procedure name using 
the correct syntax for your database type in the SQL pane; properly constructed stored procedures 

also run on Qloud (QM-23714, QM-23722, F0115627) 

Data Import's Configure Import Options includes a new option to "Allow editing of imported cells".  For 
new data imports, the option is not selected by default; existing (legacy) data import models have the 
"Allow editing" option selected by default (QM-18501). It is recommended that you clear the Live 
preview option before changing the option to Allow editing of imported cells, particularly when using 

large data sets. Note that edits to imported cells may be overwritten when you update from the data 
source. 

To avoid redundant calculations, to improve performance and to minimize the likelihood of race 
conditions, Quantrix now controls calculations when running scripts (QM-22747). Calculation is no 

longer performed during execution of scripts unless the script method ensureCalculated is called. If 
auto-calculation is on, calculation occurs after the script finishes. 

For better readability and usability, tool tips for item names in the filter tray category have been 
improved (QM-23585) 

Custom Fields that you create in Data Import's Data Source are now formatted in Italics, to visually 
differentiate them, and have a tooltip (QM-23523) 

When you select a color for Text or Line color (whether you select it using the Format Toolbox or the 

Toolbar) they are now  displayed in the Recent section of the color picker (QM-23704).  

The Format Toolbox canvas option formerly called Special Snaps is now called Other Snaps. Other 
Snaps let you create snap behavior using points and canvas objects. Using Other snaps you can snap 
together canvas objects based on a setting, such as a point at canvas cell borders, and an object, such 

as a shape (QM-22117, F0094744). To create an Other snap, select the canvas object, then select 
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Format Toolbox > Snaps > Other, and also select Format Toolbox > Snaps > Line (or Point). Then 
drag the object to the canvas object you want to snap to. 

When you add a matrix view or a chart with a filter tray category to a canvas, the category is now 

formatted with the format from the matrix view or chart (QM-21198).  If there are multiple views with 
the same category in the filter tray, the formats are taken from the first view added to the canvas. If 

you remove the first view, the category and items formats for that category in the filter tray are taken 
from the next view. 

With a category selection in the filter tray, you can format the category. 
With a filter tray item selection, you can format the font. The format is applied to all matrix or chart 
views having that category in the filter tray. 

The page break options for matrix and chart views on a canvas have been removed because they are 

irrelevant on a canvas (the canvas has its own page break right-click context menu) (QM-23594) 

Category item generation triggered by updates (adding/removing items, changing cell values and 
calculation changes) has been improved such that updates are run only after the model has completed 
calculation (QM-22728) 

For improved usability, an online help landing page with links to the help files for Modeler, Public 
Qloud and Enterprise Qloud is available at the Quantrix website at https://quantrix.com/help/ and can 

be accessed without loading the applications. The link to the landing page is also available from  the 
sidebar and the footer at https://quantrix.com/answers/  (QWC-3925) 

Significant Fixes in Version 20.1.0 

An exception no longer occurs when you use right-click and Edit Fill as the first button color formatting 

action (QM-22624, see known issue QM-23636 below) 

Right-clicking to change the fill of a scripted button on canvas no longer causes an exception (QM-
23472, F0113016) 

An exception no longer occurs if you clear the Timeout values in Tools > Options > Scripting 
(Windows) or in Preferences (MAC) (QM-19814) 

An exception no longer occurs using Asian locales (Chinese, Japanese) when setting up a Dynamic List 
Constraint (QM-22582, F0099571) 

An exception no longer occurs in a Datapush matrix related to using right-click, Link Category and 

selecting a same-named category to Link/Replace (QM-22906). Error messages while editing or 
running the DataPush in this scenario have been improved. 

An exception no longer occurs related to using undo after generating items (QM-23757, QM-22791) 

An exception no longer occurs using Custom SQL with a Data Import Database Data Source if you use 
brackets before or after single or double quotes  (QM-23416) 

An exception no longer occurs in Data Import when you use an expression in the Data Import 
connection parameters that resolves to a valid URL (QM-23624) 

Exceptions related to making changes to Timeline matrix components and formulas should no longer 

occur (QM-20838, QM-21065) 

An exception no longer occurs when there is a conflict between item/group names and category 
names in the filter tray when adding a chart or view to a canvas, and a message is now displayed 
(QM-22393) 

An exception no longer occurs when working in the model browser 

(moving/removing/adding/renaming/using drag and drop with views) and switching roles or working 
with permissions (QM-21015) 

https://quantrix.com/help/
https://quantrix.com/answers/
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The filter tray and relevant views update correctly when the filter value changes, and, when 
appropriate, a "No Visible Items" message displays in the filter tray drown-downs (QM-20177, 

F0075452) 

DataPush now correctly resolves expressions in the connection properties provided the expression 
resolves to a valid URL, and it retains and displays the connection properties when you use edit (QM-

21423, F0080530, F0083631, SW0030367) 

Modeler no longer locks up after checking a model out from Qloud, and then printing a matrix or view 
more than once using a keyboard shortcut (Ctrl + P, Cmd + P) (QM-22318)  

Modeler now correctly includes summary items that are not on the same axis as the summary range 

when it checks for skipped summary cells (QM-20674) 

Certain formulas that use @ or # with a silent parenthesis ( e.g., @(A):B) are correctly parsed, and 
display the same in the Dependency Inspector and the matrix (QM-23351, F0110532) 

A formula that references a time summary item now calculates summary items unless it conflicts with 
another reference to time in the same formula, in which case a message displays informing you that 

the "formula is unable to use the new timeline ranges" (QM-23024, F0106628) 

timelinedate() now correctly returns an error when used with time summary items rather than being 

used with non-time summary items (QM-22991, F0101433) 

Reconfiguration of Timelines using sublist in certain circumstances with multi-dimensional arguments 
no longer appears to calculate incorrectly, and timeline will display a warning if the reconfiguration 
may cause a loss of data (QM-20829, F0077812)   

Duplicate unlinked categories are now permitted on a canvas provided they are not filter tray 

categories, and when there is a category name conflict due to the category name already existing in 
the filter tray of a canvas, a message displays (QM-19388, F0069516) 

Dialogs in Configure Category Item Generation and Exception Reporting no longer open or appear to 
reopen after you have saved or closed (QM-22992, QM-22248, F0102316) 

Chinese and other Asian locales now display the model name correctly on Qloud (QM-23442, 
F0111880)   

Custom number formats created with Chinese/Japanese symbols continue to display correctly after a 

Modeler restart (QM-21869, F0087884) 

Japanese characters now display correctly in the categories, items and descriptors in the filter tray 
drop downs of matrices, charts and canvases. (QM-21719, F0083045) 

The correct number formatting is now used for Currency, and the correct spacing is used for 
Accounting, when the Options/Preferences setting for International to Use regional settings for number 

formats is not selected (QM-23402, F0109171) 

Certain combinations of number formatting no longer cause underlined numbers to appear to be 
slightly out of alignment (QM-22997, F0105294) 

Numbers formatted with Arial Narrow font now display correctly (QM-20625, F0077238, F0109529) 

Lines (such as dashed lines) should no longer cause misalignment between header lines and the 
columns in certain formatting scenarios involving hidden items (QM-21583, F0081413)    

Copied cell values that are formatted as percent no longer omit digits when pasted (QM-21363) 

When Number Format is Custom Format: [mm]:ss, elapsed time formulas now calculate and display 
correctly (QM-23413, F0111782) 
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Dates are now imported correctly in DataLink Import from Clipboard and Data Import from Clipboard 
when the Options/preferences for Language & Region settings is not system (QM-21031, F0078660)    

Update DataLinks now includes better checks before clearing cells, and does not clear data when it 

shouldn't (QM-22122, F0094878)  

Expressions now work correctly in DataLink connection parameters when they resolve to a valid URL 
(QM-23488, F0113000) 

When you have formulas that link to other models, Calculation > Update Links now displays the 
selected/unselected state of the models accurately and updates only the selected models (QM-23020, 
F0096176) 

When deleting a selection that includes hidden items (collapsed, filtered, or hide-empty), you are 

prompted that the selection contains non-visible items, and you are asked, "Do you want to delete 
them?" (QM-12549, F0072724). Yes deletes your selection including non-visible items; No deletes only 
the selected items that are not hidden/non-visible, and Cancel cancels the delete. Affected selections 

containing hidden items can include multiple categories on an axis, groups and constrained collapse. 

Hyperlinks in cells no longer wrap when the cell is sized smaller than the link, and resizing such cells 
now works correctly (QM-20441, F0076558) 

When the first column of a chart grid is sorted, the other columns now correctly retain the order of the 
original sort column (QM-22770, F0103512) 

Filtering now displays results correctly when a Limit Only filter is used in conjunction with collapsed 
material (QM-21434, F0080586)  

When adding an item to a category with a collapsed first item, text for the new item is no longer 

hidden (QM-23327, F0110278)  

Expand now works correctly when there are groups within groups that contain "collapsed other" items 

and will expand all items inside the groups (QM-19816, F0073440) 

When making a selection in a snapped table view on a canvas, the scroll position is now correctly 
maintained (the item selection stays in view)  (QM-22421, F0098413) 

A blank row item is no longer added as the first pasted value after selecting row items, doing a right-
click and choosing Select Items Only, copying, then locating to a cell and pasting (QM-22984, 

F0099736) 

The first manual page break inserted within collapsed items in a matrix or chart view now prints, and 
appears before the collapse indicator. If there are multiple manual page breaks in collapsed items, 
only the first is considered (QM-22956, F0099090) 

Canvases now reflect changes to views that use Hide empty rows in certain circumstances such as 

filtering (QM-23411, F0111651) 

Chart table views on a canvas now correctly maintain their column widths when canvas objects are 
grouped, and when models are reopened (QM-19377, F0068606) 

Manual inputs now display updated results on all affected views on a canvas (QM-23021, F0096860) 

Provided a role has permission to view a matrix, the model browser no longer sometimes drops a 
matrix from the model browser view (QM-22850, F0105042) 

Environment variables in formulas (for example, $MatrixName, $UserName) no longer drop the 
environment variable(s) in certain circumstances, and no longer cause an error in the formula (QM-

22558, QM-22958 , F0099864, SW0030079) 
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A blank window no longer appears when trying to open and log in to a model that has a password in 
certain circumstances (QM-22990, F0101331, QM-23553, F0113913) 

Primary Key errors no longer occur in DataPushes using single keys containing a pipe character (QM-

23271, F0109389) 

On Mac, a blank window no longer appears when trying to open and log in to a model that has a 
password in certain circumstances (QM-23489, F0113025) 

  

Known Issues in Version 20.1.0 

When dragging to select multiple scripted action buttons or multiple braces/brackets, if you use a right 
click to edit the fill of selected items, only one item fill is actually edited (QM-23636) 

Reconfiguring a Timeline containing cell notes can result in the loss of the cell notes in the affected 

matrix (QM-23616) 

When configuring a DataPush to an Oracle database, using the data type Integer will result in errors in 
subsequent pushes using that DataPush configuration: Use the Double data type for numbers to avoid 
the error (QM-22425, F0098313) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 


